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very September, I imagine a theme
for The Globe and Mail Style Advisor’s
year ahead. In the past, the focus has
varied from the business of fashion
(to reflect a growing consumer
savvy about the industry’s behindthe-scenes decision makers) to faces of change
(capturing a push to include more diverse voices
and sustainable practices into how we live well).
For the next round of issues, it feels timely
to get back to how style and all that surrounds
it can make you content. Contentment comes
in many forms, but it’s perhaps most powerful
when it sparks creativity. In a recent Globe and
Mail interview, Rolf Snoeren, one half of designer
duo Viktor and Rolf, told contributing fashion
editor Odessa Paloma Parker that the thrust
behind their collections is, simply, what makes
them happy. When you look at the fearlessly
peculiar clothes they come up with, you can tell.
Personally, I was delighted when photographer
Ted Belton’s dreamy images for our cover and
fashion feature on a fall fascination with the
colour purple (“Purple reign,” PAGE 32) landed
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in my inbox. Same with Anya Georgijevic’s profile
of conceptual designer Marije Vogelzang (“Food
for thought,” PAGE 42), who turns dining out into
a deliciously weird experience. Voracious shoppers
will likely find lots to love in our roundups
of hardware-heavy handbags (“Chain reaction,”
PAGE 15) and Japanese beauty brands (“Making
change,” PAGE 26). And Parker’s profile of model/
editor Lauren Chan and her new clothing line
(“Beyond measure,” PAGE 8) highlights the lengths
some of us are willing to go to find satisfaction
in our wardrobes.
Lightening things up a bit right now isn’t
about looking away from the world we live in.
It’s about feeding a sense of curiosity, feeling
confident about the choices you’re making and
finding inspiration in the best it has to offer.
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Editorial Director

NEWSLETTER

INSTAGRAM

ON THE COVER

Every Thursday, The Globe and Mail’s
style newsletter features fashion, design
and entertaining news plus cross-Canada
shopping tips. Sign up through
theglobeandmail.com/newsletters.

For the latest style commentary and
inspiration from The Globe and Mail,
follow @GlobeStyle on Instagram, and
don’t forget to tag your Style Advisor
posts with #GlobeStyleAdvisor.

Cinq à Sept dress, US$595, top, US$195 at
Saks Fifth Avenue (saksfifthavenue.com).
Headband, $325 through maryamkeyhani.
com. Earrings, $160 through erintracy.ca.
Photo by Ted Belton.
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Lifestyle Advertising Product Manager
EMMA BLACKBURN

CONTRI BUTORS
The magazine’s photographers share their impressions of what makes
a style image stand out in the visually saturated age of social media

#BTS ON
THE COVER’S
BEAUTY LOOK

Dutch photographer
HILDE HARSHAGEN
recently escaped city
living in Amsterdam for
a quieter life in the village
of Zegveld. Here, she
captured food designer
Marije Vogelzang for a
feature on the growth
of conceptual eating
experiences, “Food for
thought” (PAGE 42).

ARKAN ZAKHAROV
shot fellow New York city
transplant Lauren Chan,
a model and bodypositivity activist who
recently launched her
own fashion line called
Henning, for “Beyond
Measure” (PAGE 8).
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To create a dazzling take
on autumn cosmetics, makeup
artist RONNIE TREMBLAY shares
a few bright ideas

A thought, an idea behind
the image is what I think
makes it unique. It’s the
only way of staying true
to your own visual style.”

To me, what makes an image
attractive is when there’s some
sort of black humour. There’s
so much information, so many
opinions. I love it when someone has a different point of
view, doesn’t take themselves
too seriously and is not afraid
to express themselves.”

LU M I N O U S S K I N

Toronto-based
NATASHA V. says she
stepped outside of the
comfort zone of her
studio for “Chain reaction,”
(PAGE 15), a look at
handbags and jewellery
that are embellished with
chunky chains.

“To get that glowing-from-within
skin, add a couple drops of liquid
luminizer to your foundation,
rather than adding a powder
highlighter after foundation.”
Ilia Liquid Light Serum
Highlighter, $54 at The Detox
Market (thedetoxmarket.ca).

F LU S H C H E E KS
“Instead of applying blush with
a traditional blush brush, opt
for a larger face brush. This will
cover more of the cheek but
diffuse the intensity of the
colour, creating a romantic effect.”
Marc Jacobs Beauty Air Blush
Soft Glow Duo in Lush & Libido,
$57 at Sephora (sephora.ca).

I think it’s the truth
and beauty of person,
but it’s the best when
I can capture a little
bit of someone’s soul.”

A dedication to the
craft of image making,
building a person-toperson network of fellow
peers and abstinence
from social media feeds.”

T H E G LO B E A N D M A I L S T Y L E A D V I S O R

Born in Poland,
photographer
ALEKSANDRA
MODRZEJEWSKA
now lives in Edinburgh.
For “Great Scot”
(PAGE 20), she explored
the stylish history of
her adopted home by
photographing Scottish
fashion brands
connected to Chanel.

ROSY LIPS
“For lips that look like flower
petals, apply the lipstick to the
inner centre of the lip, and dab
outwards with your finger.”
Yves Saint Laurent Beauty
Rouge Pur Couture Lipstick
in 26 Rose Libertin, $45
through yslbeauty.ca.

CONTRIBUTORS AND #BTS BY CAITLIN AGNEW.

TED BELTON is the
photographer behind this
issue’s cover story and
fashion editorial, “Purple
reign” (PAGE 32), which
was produced on
location at Toronto’s
historic St. Lawrence Hall.
Belton shot the story
almost entirely on film.

The component parts of a good
fashion image are what they’ve
always been: A brazen appreciation
for clothes, style, character and the
people who employ these things
skillfully. And, most importantly,
an apparent expense of time
and effort in making something
worthy of the readers’ attention.”

Henning founder
Lauren Chan wears
a blazer from her
new collection at
Guide Fabrics in
New York City.

N EW/N OT EW ORTH Y

FASHION

Beyond
measure
This model and former fashion editor
is ready to revolutionize office attire
for women who wear size 12 and up
P H O T O G R A P H Y BY
A R K A N Z A K H A R OV

‘I

’m definitely not a designer,
and I don’t claim to be,” says
Lauren Chan, the Canadian,
New York-based founder and
chief executive officer of newly
launched plus-size brand Henning. Chan cut her teeth in the fashion
industry as a writer, editor and model.
It was these combined experiences that
led her to the conclusion that a chic,
well-made office-wear brand for women
size 12 and up was desperately needed. “I
was in an office with women wearing the
most luxurious designer clothes every
day and I was wearing Forever 21,” she
says. “I needed a nice suit for meetings.”

CON T I N U E D ON PAGE 10 9
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The atoll of
Tetiaroa is only a
20-minute flight
from Tahiti, but it
may as well be a
world away. Once
a playground for
Tahitian royalty
(temples built by
early Polynesians can still be found here), it is
now home to the Brando, an idyllic vacation
spot. It’s the sort of place where Lady Gaga
relaxes, or Barack Obama spends three weeks
writing a book between dips in the cerulean
waters. And the sort of place Marlon Brando
made his home away from home when he first
developed a makeshift resort on the primary
motu or island.
The Brando pays homage to its namesake
in a number of ways. Bob’s Bar, the resort’s
gathering spot, is named after the actor’s
assistant. Michelin-starred chef Guy Martin’s
restaurant is dubbed Les Mutinés (Brando first

HOTELS

Water
view

visited Tetiaroa when scouting locations for
Mutiny on the Bounty). The new iteration of the
resort, which opened five years ago, has doubled
down on sustainability with the goal of being
carbon neutral. Building materials are local,
renewable or incorporate recycled components.
Solar energy and a deep sea-water air conditioning system contribute significantly to lowered
energy consumption.
The one thing the property didn’t have until
recently was that quintessential South Pacific
experience – overwater bungalows. So the Brando
expanded in late 2017, this time to an entirely
different atoll. In partnership with the Intercontinental Bora Bora Resort and Thalasso Spa, four
3,400-square-feet Brando suites opened. The
two-level, two-bedroom bungalows come with
private infinity pools and unobstructed views of
Bora Bora’s Mount Otemanu. And to celebrate
five years, this year the resort expands again,
launching three-bedroom residences, complete
with private beaches and a swimming pool – little
worlds away from it all. – MARYAM SIDDIQI

CON T I N U E D F ROM PAGE 8 9

henningnyc.com.
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– ODESSA PALOMA PARKER
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For more
information, visit
thebrando.com
or thalasso.
intercontinental.com.

EXHIBITIONS

French
lesson

Paris’s reputation as the
epicentre of the
fashion world
is often credited to France’s
longest-reigning
monarch, King Louis XIV, whose lavish taste revolutionized power dressing. Much of what’s helped
boost the city’s sartorial notoriety since then is
being surveyed through a new exhibition, Paris,
Capital of Fashion, at New York’s the Museum at
the Fashion Institute of Technology.
Curated by its longtime director, Valerie
Steele, the immersive retrospective traces
more than 300 years of the City of
Light’s style trajectory, from the orParis, Capital of
nate walls of the Palace of Versailles
Fashion continues
to the salons of contemporary haute
until Jan. 4, 2020.
couture houses. Grouped into two
For more information,
galleries, an introductory space
visit fitnyc.edu.
explores the cultural clout of Paris by
placing it in dialogue with the other big
four fashion capitals, a timely comparison
considering how many prominent New York designers have recently decamped to France
to show their collections. Entering the second space, the growth of the city’s fashion system and the many trades that continue to support it are examined.
The show encourages visitors to reflect on what truly makes a city a fashion capital.
“This is the place where, for a long time, there’s been all these geniuses,” says Steele,
quickly listing off legendary Parisian designers, such as Charles Frederick Worth, Coco
Chanel and Christian Dior. “And when you think about it, it’s not all fashion: It’s high-end
women’s wear where Paris has really been the king for centuries.” Steele notes that Paris’s
biggest asset is that it’s a meeting place for a global industry. “Think of all the people who
are invested in Paris being the capital – they’re not all French.” – NATASHA BRUNO

PHOTOS BY ARKAN ZAKHAROV (LAUREN CHAN), ADAM BRUZZONE (THE BRANDO), EILEEN COSTA/THE MUSEUM AT FIT (PARIS, CAPITAL OF FASHION). MAKEUP BY MIKA SHIMODA (LAUREN CHAN).

To develop Henning’s offerings of slick
blazers and tony trench coats, Chan reached
out to her future customers, generating
discussions through social media. “It’s
rewarding to dive into a subject in as much
detail as we have,” she says. The approach
not only fostered a community that most
other fashion labels would envy, but also
allowed Chan to have a better understanding of their wants and needs. She recalls an
occasion when she solicited dress size and
bicep measurements to problem-solve an
armhole issue in a design, and that within
a few hours, 20 responses had cropped up
on Henning’s channels. Despite their busy
schedules, Henning fans took the time to
answer to a brand that hadn’t even started
selling clothing yet. “I don’t know a brand
I’d do that for,” Chan says.
This customer collaboration has been
particularly helpful for Chan, who has
never enrolled in a fashion design program.
She did, however, work on a collection
with retailer Lane Bryant while in her
position as fashion editor at Glamour
magazine. That, and her time as a model,
has made her aware of just how challenging making clothing is, and deepened her
resolve to get Henning’s wares right from
day one. Chan views her non-designer
designation as a benefit as she builds her
business. “It’s an advantage of mine.
Coming at this from the side of somebody
who’s a consumer and now a business
person will allow me to pivot when I need
to and [make] things work, rather than be
married to creating a collection that feels
artful and tells a story.”
So, what exactly is Chan thinking of
while developing the Henning collection?
“The design is informed by what I was
missing as a consumer,” she says, noting
that men’s wear-inspired pieces are high on
the list (Chan wore a thrifted Armani men’s
sports jacket when she appeared on The
Globe and Mail’s Best Dressed List in 2018).
Henning’s pieces are made in New York,
which Chan admits comes with a
higher price tag. “It’s a quality
I want to be on par with,” she
For more
says. “To tell our customer
information, visit
that she’s worth it.”

GRACE AND CHARACTER

Bee My Love Collection

Calgary - Montréal - Toronto - Vancouver

O
FASHION

SKIN CARE

Puff pieces

Get
personal

Given the inevitability of a long (so very
long) Canadian winter, the dearth of stylish,
competent outerwear remains a mystery.
But it’s one that might just be solved by
Dinah Luxton, a designer with the Midas
touch for making meticulously detailed,
multitasking pieces appear effortless.
Luxton, a one-time model turned
patternmaker, buyer and product developer,
had always known she’d design her own
line one day, but it took a couple of frigid
days outside with her three children to set
the wheels in motion. “There was an
obvious gap in the market when I began
searching for warm outerwear I could
hang out in,” she says. What she eventually
found was a pair of vintage bomber pants,
modernizing the silhouette into what would
inspire her signature piece: a quilted down
jumpsuit that can take you from the kiddie
park to the ski hill to dinner. “It really
embodies freedom to me,” she says.

From there, she built a collection
around pieces that would go the distance,
both in style and function. “Every piece
has to pull you together instantly, no
matter what you wear underneath,” she
says. To wit, this season’s assortment
includes a quilted down car coat and a
sporty anorak. It’s an intentionally tight
debut, made with responsibly sourced
materials and practices. “The collection
is really about expansion of self,” says
Luxton, who just turned 40. “Like most
designers, the journey I go through in life
is reflected in building the collection.
I’m totally inspired by the idea of women
becoming more and more themselves.”
– RANDI BERGMAN

Luxton Curve
coat, $995, jumpsuit,
$1,095 through
luxtonwoman.com.

Our skin’s needs are incredibly unique, determined
by multiple factors like genetics, lifestyle, exposure
to external aggressors and any treatments undertaken to remedy their effects. The optimal approach
to maintaining it is often a holistic personalized
regimen, one that includes skin care customized
for your individual needs. To that end, medical
aesthetic skin-care brand SkinCeuticals is rolling
out its new Custom Dose across Canada this fall.
It’s a personalized service that evaluates unique
skin conditions and combines active ingredients
into a customized serum.
Dose was developed in partnership with
parent company L’Oréal’s Technology Incubator
in San Francisco. “You look at other brands, you
have 50, 60 ingredients in a product,” says Stephen
Lynch, the brand’s associate principal scientist.
“What are all these things doing, and are they
in there at a level that’s doing something?
We’re just putting in the things you need.”
The experience begins with a questionnaire
conducted by a skin-care professional who
evaluates which ingredients would be best for your
skin. They choose between two carrier styles, one
for oilier skin types and the other for drier skin,
before adding highly concentrated active ingredients from a list that includes heavy-hitters like
retinol, alpha hydroxy acids and niacinamide.
The ingredients are then compounded before you
receive your bottle labelled with your name,
ingredients and the
three-month
expiration date,
a time frame that
considers how
quickly your skin’s
needs can change.
– CAITLIN AGNEW

SkinCeuticals
Custom Dose,
$250 at select skin
clinics and physician
offices across Canada
(skinceuticals.ca).

DESIGN

In the 15 years since the Interior Design
Show debuted in Vancouver, the city
For more
has come into its own as the Pacific
information,
Northwest’s design hub. “It used to be
visit vancouver.
a real maker culture,” says Jody Phillips,
interiordesignshow.
the show’s director. Now, the city is
com.
leading the way in industrial design and
architecture. It’s an evolution that the
show, which runs from Sept. 26 to 29,
will highlight with 2019’s theme, Design DNA, or as Phillips describes it,
“how we experience life on more of a molecular level.”
Riffing on the idea of building blocks, the event’s central bar (pictured)
will be crafted from reclaimed materials provided by Unbuilders, a Vancouverbased deconstruction company that carefully takes apart old homes to salvage
old-growth lumber and anything else that can be saved. The bar’s design,
envisioned by Vancouver studio Measured, is meant to be a visual catalogue of
the building materials that end up in a landfill from a single demolished home.
Phillips says the show’s theme is intentionally open-ended, but she expects
something spectacular from local furniture company Lock & Mortice, which
created a two-level booth entirely out of cardboard last year. “We just want to
broaden everyone’s design appreciation,” Phillips says. “We’re always wondering
about the larger idea of what design is.” – BRADLEY WHITEHOUSE
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PHOTO BY CARLYLE ROUTH (LUXTON).
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Millie Bobbie Brown
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and Lisa Love
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Alicia Vikander
and Riley Keough

The art
of accessories
In Los Angeles, NOLAN BRYANT takes in
LV’s celebration of its creative collaborators

Urs Fischer

Alan Casden
and Susan Casden

Jeffery Deitch
and Bettina Korek

Frank Gehry and
Orlando Bloom

Laura Harrier
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Lori Harvey

PHOTOS BY GETTY IMAGES (CASDEN, VIKANDER, KEOUGH), BFA.COM (REMAINING IMAGES).

S

ince its founding more than 160 years ago, Louis
Vuitton has worked directly with an impressive
cast of creatives to produce a myriad of one-off
pieces for personal journeys, as well as many mass
produced but equally singular styles. Earlier this
summer, in the middle of Beverly Hills, a slick exhibition
titled Louis Vuitton X opened. Through 180 archival objects,
it explores the co-operative spirit at the core of the company.
Fantastic pieces from the past, such as composer
Leopold Stokowski’s travel writing desk from 1929, and the
bed trunk commissioned by 19th-century French explorer
Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza, are on display alongside more
recent examples of stylish connection. There’s a trunk
designed by the photographer Cindy Sherman and a satchel
created by the late architect Zaha Hadid. Louis Vuitton X
closes with a look at the present: an installation featuring
the latest art-full project, Artycapucines, which gave artists
Urs Fischer, Nicholas Hlobo, Alex Israel, Tschabalala Self
and Jonas Wood the chance to use the structured Capucines
bag as their canvas.
The artists helped launch the exhibition and collection
in June at a celebration hosted by Vuitton’s CEO Michael
Burke and executive VP Delphine Arnault. The gathering
drew a few hundred guests, including bulwarks of modern
art Jeffrey Deitch and Bettina Korek, real-estate type Alan
Casden and his wife, philanthropist Susan Casden, decorator
Martyn Lawrence Bullard and a gaggle of generation-next
Hollywood types, including Jaden Smith (son of Will),
Lori Harvey (daughter of Steve) and Riley Keough
(granddaughter of Elvis).
After sun-down, the soirée shifted to a more
intimate gathering at the Sheats Goldstein Residence,
a majestic mid-Sixties home designed by John Lautner.
The glow of the City of Angels outside the windows
was the backdrop for partygoers including mega
art dealer Larry Gagosian, one-time Vuitton
collaborator, architect Frank Gehry, and actors
including Orlando Bloom, Jennifer Connelly
and Alicia Vikander. Louis Vuitton X runs
through Sept. 15 in Los Angeles.
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CHAIN
REACTION
Whether it’s a new handbag or piece of statement
jewellery, make sure your fall accessories
incorporate some serious hardware

p LINKED IN In a poppy hue, Longchamp’s Amazone style is a standout shoulder bag for light packers. Amazone bag, $1,140 at Longchamp (longchamp.com).
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E
PLASTIC FANTASTIC u
For an alternative to metal, a diminutive Pierre
Hardy piece is embellished with a cartoonish
strap in orange acetate. Pierre Hardy Micro
Alphaville bag, $1,120 through pierrehardy.com.

p CABLE NEWS
When mixing chain elements, try to vary the scale from
oversized loops to finer links. (Clockwise from top) Earrings,
$475, necklace, $775, both at Mulberry (mulberry.com).
Goossens Lhassa necklace, €650 through goossens-paris.com.

MULTI FLEX u
The latest iteration of Chanel’s iconic 2.55 purse,
the Chanel 19 (pictured right, at back) features an oversized
curb chain for carrying it in the crook of your arm. (Clockwise
from top) Flap bag $5,500, pink waist bag, $4,200, Flap bag,
$5,800, Chanel 19 bag, $7,225 at Chanel (chanel.com).
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HEAVY METAL u
A Michael Kors style combines two of autumn’s big
trends: dark florals and the colour purple. Bancroft bag,
price on request at Michael Kors (michaelkors.com).

t LAYERED TAKE
Find styling inspiration in Japanese brand Adeam’s autumn collection and combine
chain necklaces in varying textures and hues to personalize this trend. (From top) Adeam
pearl choker, $295, gold chain necklace, $205 through adeam.com. Vintage green chain
necklace, white chain necklace, both price on request through caroletanenbaum.com.
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FA S H I O N / B E A U T Y

THE BUY

NATIONAL
TREASURES

Dries Van Noten Parma boot,
US$750 through barneys.com.

For fresh sparkle that’s completely
homegrown, score a bauble from these
emerging Canadian jewellers

LAURA KISSED ASHLEY

Floral print
pants, $300 at
Marc Cain
(marc-cain.com).

In 2015, Cape Breton-based duo
Caitlyn Purcell and Sarah Burwash
made rings to commemorate
Burwash’s new property near the
Aspy River. The designs grew into
Laura Kissed Ashley, a collection
of necklaces, bracelets, rings and
earrings made on the island.
Laura Kissed Ashley Double
Chain Ring, $175 at 100% Silk
(100percentsilkshop.com).
Marni shirt,
$890 at
Holt Renfrew
(holtrenfrew.com).

MAGWOOD

Leather accents
add spice to a
floral-print skirt
at Louis Vuitton.

Rixo Kelly skirt,
$360 through
rixo.co.uk.

The former owner of an
eponymous Toronto vintage
shop, Sarah Magwood is turning
her finely trained eye to jewellery. Magwood is a collection
of made-in-Toronto pieces
using conflict-free diamonds
that draws inspiration from
sculpture and industrial design.
Magwood 14k Gold Geometric
Diamond Cluster Ring, $5,500
through magwood.ca.

STRONG BOUQUET
Wearing florals may be a tad predictable for summer days, but
they can feel remarkably fresh for fall. To come across as fierce,
not twee, consider pieces that combine interesting textures and
design elements. At Louis Vuitton, blooms are splashed largely and
liberally across frilly silhouettes. Styled with leather accessories,
the prints look sophisticated, not saccharine. Likewise, Shrimps’s
faux fur jacket features an unexpected pairing of patterns, and
Marc Cain’s slim pants boast an array of flowers in addition to
sporty striping. You can also consider items that feature unusual
blossoms as opposed to ditsy daisies and roses. Rixo’s hibiscusflecked skirt will look charming when worn with an oversized knit
and ankle boots. A more artistic take works well at Dries Van Noten,
where photo prints of flowers from the designer’s own garden
breathe life into autumn accessories. – ODESSA PALOMA PARKER

Shrimps Zio jacket, £435
through shrimps.com.

NOON
Taking a hands-on approach to
fashion led Sophie Armstrong to
launch her line in 2015. From her
studio in Vancouver’s Strathcona,
Armstrong creates the pieces
that make up Noon, a collection
of delicate, abstract jewellery
embellished with pearls. – C.A.
Noon Mega Hoop Earrings, $620
through noonjewellery.com.
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Vivid Brights
liner in Vivid
Violet, $7 at Nyx
(nyxcosmetics.ca).
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Kat Von D
Beauty
cake pencil
eyeliner in
Trooper Black,
$23 at Sephora
(sephora.ca).
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Stylo Yeux
Waterproof
in 949 Blanc
Graphique,
$35 at Chanel
beauty counters
(chanel.com).

The floating crease eyeliner
style that was popularized in
the 1960s made a return to the
runways this season at Anna
Sui, where makeup artist Pat McGrath accented
models with a thick metallic line. To recreate the
mod look yourself, Kat Von D has reworked cake
ANNA SUI
eyeliner’s intense formula into an easy-to-apply
pencil that packs a punch, and it’s not the only brand
offering hues to make your peepers pop. To channel the glamour of
Julianne Moore in 2009’s A Single Man, turn to Chanel’s Stylo Yeux
waterproof range. Or take your cosmetic cue from Dua Lipa, Jennifer
Lopez and Lily Collins at May’s Met Gala; each celeb stood out on
the over-the-top red carpet by sporting lilac lids. – CAITLIN AGNEW

PHOTO BY GETTY IMAGES (ANNA SUI).

LINE
ITEMS

FALLTRENDEVENTS
Join us in-store September 5 to 15
to discover the season’s must-have
fashion and beauty
VISIT HOLTRENFREW.COM
FOR MORE DETAILS
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N O RT H S E A V I EW
Photographed overlooking
the rooftops of Musselburgh,
Scotland, a fall look picks
up the moody hues of the
landscape. Fantasy tweed
coat, $12,600, skirt, $3,300
at Chanel (chanel.com).

GREAT
SCOT

From its signature tweed
to its investment in local
craftsmanship, Chanel looks
to Scotland for inspiration
BY A N D R E W SA R D O N E
PH OTO G R A PH Y BY
ALEKSANDRA
MODRZEJEWSKA

A

s far as castles go, Linlithgow
Palace satisfies all your fantasies
of what a 17th-century Scottish
fortress should be. Located
about halfway between
Edinburgh and Glasgow, it
enjoys the very au courant distinction of
being the birthplace of Mary, Queen of Scots.
Today, it’s a roofless maze of grand halls
and winding staircases, and a backdrop
for an annual summer music festival called
Party at the Palace.
In 2012, it was also the setting for one
of Chanel’s more dramatic Metier’s D’Art
fashion shows, an annual destination
extravaganza that highlights the craft of the
embroiderers, jewellers and other ateliers
that contribute to its collections. The
story goes that Karl Lagerfeld, Chanel’s late
designer, was presented with many more
refined Scottish estates as the location for the

Styling by Odessa Paloma Parker. Makeup and hair by Jak Morgan. Model: Flo Millar at Colours. Photographed at Mountjoy House outside of Edinburgh, Scotland.
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N AT U R A L
SELECTION
A hint of golden hour
Scottish light – as seen
at Linlithgow Palace
(bottom left) – creeps
into the plaid hues of a
tailored jacket. Fantasy
tweed jacket, $11,050,
top, $5,550, trousers,
$4,150 at Chanel.

FIBRE TWIST
Fall accessories
play with texture
and the scale
of classic wool
patterns including
chevrons and
houndstooth.
(From top) Clutch
with chain, $2,450,
short boots,
$1,625, tweed and
felt hat, $2,800,
all at Chanel.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF VISIT SCOTLAND (LINLITHGOW), CHANEL (HAUTE COUTURE).

The Fall 2019
show, but one mention
Chanel Haute
of Linlithgow’s royal
Couture collection,
pedigree and its ruined
presented in Paris,
state made it the only
features a fresh
option for the eerie pretake on classic
sentation. On a snowy
tweed. In a circular
set designed to
December night, models
mimick a grand
stomped through the
library (right),
castle in tartans and
models walked
tweeds, lit by fires blazwearing textured
ing in the courtyard.
looks in unique
colours such
Scotland has a long
as violet and
history with Chanel,
tangerine (far right).
both the woman and
the brand. Its roots are
in Gabrielle Chanel’s
relationship with Hugh
Grosvenor, the 2nd Duke of Westminster in the 1920s and 30s. According to
Justine Picardie’s book, Coco Chanel:
The Legend and the Life, Chanel began
wearing the Duke’s sporting attire
while spending time with him at his
Lochmore estate in the Highlands,
where she fished (quite well, apparently) alongside future prime minister
Winston Churchill. She started sourcing
textiles from local mills for her clothing collections, claiming, at one point,
that she was responsible for lightening
up robust tweeds for modern tastes.
The brand continues to build relationships with U.K. fashion manufacturers
and brands including Barrie knitwear
and Holland & Holland (see following
spread).
Tweed is still a house signature.
For its fall 2019 show (the last worked
on by Lagerfeld before his death and
the appointment of longtime collaborator Virginie Viard as artistic director),
Chanel’s set might have mimicked an
alpine ski village but its opening looks
of maxi coats and slouchy trousers
favoured nubby fabrics in tone on tone
plaid and houndstooth well suited to
the North Sea coast. For Viard’s first
solo haute couture collection in July,
the tweedy twist was focused on colour
with sculptural suiting rendered in
bold tangerine and variegated purple.
In Scotland, the Chanel connection
is highlighted in the Scottish Design
Gallery at the V&A Dundee, the outpost
of London’s Victoria and Albert
Museum. A silk and leather evening
gown in a hand-drawn lip print by
contemporary Scottish designer Holly
Fulton on display is from a fall 2011
collection that subverted inspiration
from the Chanel/Grosvenor dalliance.
It’s a good example of how this Scottish
love affair goes both ways.

T H E G LO B E A N D M A I L S T Y L E A D V I S O R
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G O H A R DY
A Holland & Holland skirt
suit features a double
layered hem meant to
help with the wear and
tear of stomping through
the wilderness. Holland
& Holland jacket, £950,
shirt, £270, skirt, £630,
shoes, £650 through
hollandandholland.com.

HUNT
CLUB

For a luxe take on British
country life, fashion insiders are
turning to Holland & Holland

The picturesque
Scottish Borders area
(right) is home to
Holland & Holland’s
co-creative director,
model Stella Tennant,
and influences the line’s
luxurious take on
practical attire.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF VISIT SCOTLAND (SCOTTISH BORDERS).

T

he difference between a plus-four
and a plus-eight is about four
inches of leg coverage, and if you
can master that trouser terminology
then navigating the Holland & Holland collection will be a cinch. The
company has almost 200 years’ worth of roots in
Great Britain’s hunting culture – and still manufactures an extensive line of rifles sold through
its boutique in London’s Mayfair and used on
its shooting grounds northwest of the city. Its
utilitarian-meets-luxe outerwear, knits and
accessories are equally well suited to Canada’s
own often-complicated, occasionally romantic
relationship with the
great outdoors.
“It starts with practical
clothing,” says Isabella
Cawdor, the former fashion editor and wife of the
7th Earl Cawdor, who was
brought on as co-creative
director with her friend,
fashion model Stella
Tennant, in 2016. “They
have to perform in those
wild, beautiful places.”
In the Fall 2019 mix,
performance translates
to tweeds that have been
softened for less scratch
and coats that combine a
weatherproof cotton shell
to keep out the damp
with a fur lining to ensure
warmth. “What I find
very satisfying about the
clothes that we’re making
is how easily they assimilate into my wardrobe,
which is full of all kinds
of designer clothes,” says
Tennant. “You need those
pieces that are discrete.”
AU T U M N
The brand trades on
PA L E T T E
the distinctive British
While the British
meeting of country and
countryside is
city life, as well as a
often portrayed
fascination with the U.K.
as a verdant sea
aristocracy that endures
of green, the fall
around the world. “It’s so
collection also
romantic,” says Tennant,
picks up the bold
who is the granddaughter
hues of local flowers
of the late Duchess of
and other natural
Devonshire and lives
elements. (From top)
well outside the fashShearling gilet,
ion industry fray in the
£2,250, cashmere
Scottish Borders. “We
jumper, £770, wool
definitely feel like there’s
culottes, £590 through
a place for real clothes
hollandandholland.com.
to be really lived in.”

S O F T P OW E R
A jumper incorporates a
signature 3-D knit detail
on its sleeve. Barrie dress,
€1,690 through barrie.com.

KNIT
WIT

A century-old cashmere
specialist is reinventing Scottish
sweaters for a new generation

T

here’s a long tradition of cashmere production in Hawick, Scotland. The combination
of fine fibres imported from Mongolia
with the soft water flowing in local rivers
and decades of multigenerational knitting
know-how attracted brands from around
the world to make their jumpers and cardigans in
this town just north of the English border. Today, the
industry has shrunk like a wool turtleneck accidentally
tossed into the dryer. But one 116-year-old manufacturer,
Barrie Knitwear, is in the midst of a renaissance by
understanding that technical and design innovation
is the only way forward in fashion.
A decade ago, Barrie’s claim to
fame was as the home of Chanel’s fine
gauge cardigans, which the company
has made since 1984. In 2012, Chanel
bought the factory and incorporated
it into its Métiers D’Art, the group
of craft-focused studios that support the production of its collections
while also developing products for
other houses (both Hermès and
Thom Browne continue to be Barrie
clients). The project that has the 270
or so workers at its light and modern
facility most excited, however, is the
development of its own Barrie line.
“When Chanel bought the company, they said, ‘you should really have
a brand. You should do something,’”
says Clive Brown, Barrie’s sales director, who started his career in the
industry at 18, washing sweaters. “It’s
not just about having a brand, which
is great and something everyone is
really proud of, but it really pushes
the factory to do new things.”
The person doing the pushing is
Augustin Dol-Maillot, the brand’s
artistic director, whose goal it is to
prove that cashmere has applications
well beyond classic twin sets. From
Barrie’s design studio in Paris, he’s
worked with the Scottish team to
develop oversized knit denim jackets,
bucket hats and pinstripe tuxedos.
The jean pieces highlight how
Barrie is stretching cashmere to its
CO Z Y U P
limits. While the factory still houses
There’s nothing
rows of vintage, mechanical Bentley
stuffy about Barrie’s
knitting machines that are used to
fall pieces that elevate
create its B Label jersey pieces, the
streetwear staples
denim knits are created on a comsuch as jean jackets
puterized Shima Seiki unit that looks
and slouchy trousers
more like a giant laser printer. It has
in buttery soft
the ability to knit unique details
cashmere. (From top)
such as contrast stitching or frayed
Barrie Sherpa “denim”
holes directly into the garment. The
coat, €2,500, B Label
technique has amazed the machine’s
turtleneck, €540,
Japanese manufacturer, and highTeviot tartan trousers,
lights what the Barrie team is creating
€2,200 through
by combining Scottish skill and cozy,
barrie.com.
new ideas.

The Barrie factory in
Hawick (pronounced
“hoick”) houses vintage
Bentley knitting machines
(left) that are used to
produce a line of finegauge jersey staples called
B Label. It’s on-site design
team works with the Paris
studio to push the limits
of what’s possible with
needles and yarn.
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At Shiseido’s Global
Innovation Centre
in Tokyo, spaces
for research (left),
consultation
(below) and
shopping (far left)
help the brand
bring its latest
innovations to
market. One
new product is
self-refreshing
foundation (inset),
which aims to
extend wear for
users with a wide
range of skin tones.

BIG I N
JAPAN
With limited availability in Canada, getting
your Japanese beauty fix can be hard at home.
Here are four other labels to look for

SHU UEMURA
World-famous makeup artist Shu
Uemura founded his namesake brand
in 1983 on the idea that beautiful
makeup begins with beautiful skin.
Now owned by L’Oreal, the brand
includes makeup, skin-care and haircare offerings that are inspired by
Tokyo flair. Uemura’s cleansing oil and
eyelash curler are widely considered
essential beauty buys. Shu Uemura
Ultime8 Sublime Beauty Cleansing
Oil, from $50 at Sephora, Hudson’s
Bay and Nordstrom (shuuemura.ca).

MAKING
CHANGE

TATCHA

In Tokyo, Shiseido has opened a destination devoted to
research – and shopping sprees. As CAITLIN AGNEW notes,
it’s another sign of Japan’s growing clout in cosmetics

A

pril in Tokyo is best known
as cherry blossom season but,
this past spring, those iconic
blooms had some competition from another of Japan’s
beauty signatures.
Shiseido, the country’s top cosmetics
company with more than $13-billion in
sales and brands such as Nars and Laura
Mercier in its portfolio, unveiled its new
Global Innovation Center (GIC), a research
and development facility unlike any other
in the world that emphasizes Japan’s growing influence on beauty regimens.
“My mission is to make
Shiseido ready for the next
stage,” CEO Masahiko Uotani said at the unveiling
of the 16-storey open lab,
which is located in Yokohama, an area undergoing
development for the 2020
Summer Olympics.
Uotani points to research and
development as forming the foundation
for Shiseido’s growth, which includes
a target of employing 1,500 research staff
by next year. The GIC is a key part of that
direction. “This is a symbol of our innovation investment and capabilities,” Uotani
explained. “It’s a completely new concept.”
Shiseido was established in 1872 as
the first Western-style pharmacy in Japan,
a legacy that still informs its science-first
approach. While other heritage brands
have had a tricky time weathering industry
disruption by digital natives, e-commerce

and ingredient-savvy consumers demanding transparency, Shiseido can lean on its
research-focused roots to stay relevant.
This fall, its revamped makeup
offering will amp up with the launch
of Synchro Skin Self-Refreshing Foundation. The formula includes a patented
technology called ActiveForce, which
Shiseido says self-refreshes over time for
longer wear. “What I love specifically is
that you have that natural finish,” says
James Boehmer, global director for artistry
at Shiseido Makeup. “It
looks like a second skin.
As your day goes on, it just
gets better and better.”
The new foundation is
available in a diverse range
of 30 shades. That kind
of inclusivity in beauty
is a global discussion
that’s being tackled at the
S/PARK Museum, an interactive complex at the GIC that’s open to
the public. “It is a museum of experience,
encouraging visitors to question beauty as
consumers,” says its director Gen Nawa.
Part of that experience is the S/PARK
Beauty Bar, where visitors can sample a
selection of Shiseido products including
personalized skin-care formulas mixed
in plain view by lab coat-clad researchers.
With targeted treatments being heralded
by product developers and dermatologists as the way of the future, the promise
of your own Shiseido recipe should be
enough to lure its fans in Canada halfway
around the world.

Shiseido Synchro Skin Self-Refreshing foundation, $60 through shiseido.ca.
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Founder Victoria Tsai takes an
East-meets-West approach to Tatcha,
developed with American and Japanese
scientists. Green tea, rice and algae –
superfoods that are popular in the
Japanese diet and were used in
geisha beauty rituals – form the
basis of the luxe line. It’s a recipe for
success. In June, Tatcha was acquired by
Unilever for a reported US$500-million.
Tatcha The Silk Peony Melting Eye
Cream, $78 at Sephora (tatcha.com).

SK-II
The star of this Procter & Gambleowned skin-care brand is called Pitera,
an ingredient derived from a natural
fermentation process created after a
chance encounter at a sake brewery,
where scientists noticed that workers
hands were soft and smooth. Pitera
makes up more than 90 per cent of
SK-II’s Facial Treatment Essence, a
brightening and smoothing formula.
SK-II Facial Treatment Essence,
$235 at Sephora (sk-ii.com).

CLÉ DE PEAU BEAUTÉ
French for “key to skin,” it’s easy
to mistake Clé de Peau for a Parisian
luxury brand. Started by Shiseido in
1982, Clé de Peau is the company’s
premium offering, formulated to
achieve bright, luminescent skin.
The aestheticians at its Tokyo spa are
trained using a wearable finger sensor
that measures pressure to optimize
the right amount of touch. Clé de Peau
Cream to Powder Foundation, $128
at Nordstrom, Saks Fifth Avenue and
Holt Renfrew (cledepeau-beaute.com).
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IN BRIEF

DESIGNER
SPECIAL

Avenue Road’s Stephan Weishaupt debuts a collection of furniture
created with some of his favourite collaborators
Since launching the furniture showroom Avenue Road in 2007, Stephan Weishaupt
has lent his eye to projects around the globe, from Four Seasons hotels to more intimate
home interiors. In the process, the Munich-born Torontonian has called on some of
the industry’s most creative talents to collaborate on new, exclusive pieces. Now,
he’s given this handsome collection of commissions a name of its own, Man of Parts.
“It was driven initially through my friendship with Glenn and George from
Yabu Pushelberg, a big Canadian design powerhouse, and we always produced
pieces for them,” Weishaupt says. “At some point, I said, ‘okay, let’s set this up
and give this baby its own identity.’”
Though the brand’s roster includes five designers on three continents, each piece has
been guided by Weishaupt’s preference for form and material over ornamentation. Take,
for example, the Rua Oscar, an asymmetrical platform bed that Brazilian designer Osvaldo
Tenorio had originally designed for himself. On a trip to visit Tenorio at his South American abode, Weishaupt was struck by its offset frame. “He never designed them to be mass
produced,” he says. “It took several years for me to convince him to let me produce them.”
The collection also includes a line of sculptural lamps inspired buoys in the Rhine
River, and a range of race car-like chairs completely clad in channels of perforated
leather. Despite the label’s name and some of its stereotypically masculine references,
Weishaupt says the pieces are for anyone with an appetite for thoughtful, high-end
design. “Women like to drive sports cars, too,” he says. – BRADLEY WHITEHOUSE
For more information, visit manofparts.com.
The Man of Parts
collection brings pieces
designers have created for
themselves and private
commissions to market.
Some standout picks
include the Rua Oscar
bed by Osvaldo Tenorio
(left), Philippe Malouin’s
Alexander Street lounge
chair and stool (bottom
left) and Sebastian
Herkner’s Mainkai floor
lamp (below).

CASE
STUDY

When former lawyer
Sonja Salmon
struggled to find a
carry-on that elevated
her packing experience, she founded
Ebby Rane, a luggage brand with just
one hardworking bag, the Quartermaster.
Taking inspiration from Victorian steamer
trunks, the polycarbonate and leather
case contains a patented system of
12 inner containers. Now, the brand is
introducing the Q2 Aviation. Made from
the same durable exterior with sustainably sourced Portuguese cork trim,
the vegan-friendly model is simpler
(containing just five organizers) and
more affordable (retailing for $650
as opposed to the Quartermaster’s
$1,250). According to company president,
Aynsley Wintrip Harris, the pared down
luggage still delivers a frequent flier’s
favourite perk: ease of movement.
“It’s really a true luxury to be able to
save time not waiting at a baggage
carousel and getting through security
quickly,” she says. – NATASHA BRUNO
Ebby Rane Q2 Aviation suitcase, $650 through ebbyrane.com.

THE BUY

CHAIR
RAISING
At the latest edition
of NYCxDESIGN,
the most unique
furniture finds
turned taking a seat
on its head
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MOJOW

CORXSTOOL

AMOEBA

Designed to be easily
moved, Mojow’s
inflatable furniture
combines transparent cushions with
metal and wood
frames. For maximum playfulness,
the French manufacturer suggests
filling your sofa with
glitter or feathers.
Yoko armchair,
US$540 through
mojowusa.com.

In the world of sustainable interiors, cork
is a star material. In
Eugene Stoltzfus’s
Lisbon collection,
the designer bark
is incorporated into
contemporary rockers,
armchairs and its latest
product, the threelegged Corkxstool.
Eugene Stoltzfus
Corkxstool, price
on request through
eugenestoltzfus.com.

Interior and product
designers seem
to have a growing interest in
blob-like forms,
a trend expressed
to the extreme in
Erickson Aesthetics’
Amoeba piece, designed
to straddle the line between
seating surface and sculpture. – ANDREW SARDONE
Amoeba, price on request
by special order through
ericksonaesthetics.com.
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THE BUY

GO CLEAR
There’s a new type of tequila in town. Cristalino looks
like a crisp blanco, but drinks like a mellow anejo.
It’s made by running barrel-aged tequila through a
filtration process that removes all the colour imparted
by oak while maintaining its fuller flavour

MAESTRO DOBEL

SPANISH
FLY

The latest edition of Hennessy’s Artists
Series combines street art with fine cognac

Valencia (top right)
is a centre for
ambitious street
art. Earlier this
summer, Hennessy
launched a partnership with artist Felipe
Pantone’s (above)
in the Spanish city.

To toast the latest, limited-release bottle of
Hennessy Very Special, designed with a reproduction
of renowned artist Felipe Pantone’s work, W-3 Dimensional Three Stars, the centuries-old cognac house
hosted a visit to his hometown, Valencia, to offer a
glimpse of the Spanish city’s flair (and ample citrus
offering). Often overlooked for larger attractions in
nearby Madrid or beachy Mallorca, Valencia has all
the trappings of a cultural capital thanks to a robust
food scene and creative spirit.
A guided tour through the town and the bustling
Central market, which rivals Barcelona’s own Boqueria,
showcased its diverse visual offerings. A lax attitude
toward graffiti and murals has resulted in an abundance of art found on many buildings, including a
few pieces by Pantone himself. His reputation as a
meticulous creative, who has taken his work from the street to
galleries in Miami, Zurich and Shanghai, served him well while
working on the Hennessy project. “I’m quite the opposite of an
artist that throws paint at a canvas,” Pantone says. “I know what
I want to say, in a very precise way.”
This notion sounds a lot like the exacting standards upheld by
Hennessy’s own team, and the sentiment resonated throughout the
unveiling of the new VS blend. Two meals were prepared by Ricard
Camarena, the Michelin-starred Valencian chef. The first was at
his eponymous restaurant, tucked within an unassuming building
and boasting an inventive menu that emphasizes local ingredients
and desserts that paired well with Hennessy. The second meal was
hosted at one of Pantone’s studios, where guests were treated to
lush cognac-based cocktails. – O.P.P.

Maestro Dobel Diamante
has been making cristalino
since before it was a category.
It’s distinct in that it ages anejo,
reposado and extra-anejo
tequilas in new European oak
to create a triple-barrelled blend
with distinct notes of vanilla,
cooked agave and citrus.
Maestro Dobel Diamante,
$64.95 at the LCBO in Ontario
(maestrodobel.com).

HORNITOS
Aged for a full year in American
oak casks (likely previously used
for Kentucky bourbon), this is
a straightforward filtered añejo
that tastes like honey and
toasted oak. It is one of the most
widely available and accessible
cristalinos on the market.
Hornitos Cristalino, $50 at SAQ
in Quebec (hornitostequila.com).

VOLCAN DE MI TIERRA
The newest arrival is a one-yearold aged in ex-Glenmorangie
casks that retains a remarkable
amount of the herbal, citrus
notes of the original spirit,
as well as a trace of golden
colour – testament to a lessaggressive filtration process.
– CHRISTINE SISMONDO

Volcan De Mi Tierra Cristalino
Anejo, $94.99 in Alberta
(volcan.com).

Hennessy V.S. Limited Edition by Felipe Pantone, $67.20 at the LCBO in Ontario.
For more information, visit hennessy.com.

I N B R I EF

WELCOME
MEALS

In Cree, tawâw (pronounced “ta-wow”) means
“come in, you’re welcome – there is room.” It’s
the title of Chef Shane Shartrand’s first cookbook,
co-written with Jennifer Cockrall-King. Because
knowledge of food preparation has historically been
passed down verbally in Indigenous cultures, there are few printed resources.
Chartrand spent much of the past 15 years meeting members of First Nations
communities in order to learn their practices firsthand. Chartrand grew up hunting,
fishing and foraging with his father around Alberta’s Enoch Cree Nation. Now,
heading up the kitchen at the River Cree Resort and Casino outside Edmonton,
he’s at the forefront of indigenous cuisine. The book’s recipes feature regional
ingredients including bison, forest mushrooms and mossberries, addressing their
cultural roots, introducing modern and traditional cooking techniques and creating
a more inclusive understanding of our culinary history. – JULIE VAN ROSENDAAL
Tawâw: Progressive Indigenous Cuisine, $34.95 at bookstores and online beginning Oct. 1 (houseofanansi.com).
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Taste the Flavours of France
Perfect for Wine Lovers & Foodies

FLY FOR
$599
PER PERSON*

PLUS

SAVE
$600
PER COUPLE*

Join Emerald Waterways on this 8-day cruise full of wine, food and chocolate tastings.
Starting and ending in Lyon, the “gastronomic capital of the world,” you will enjoy all of
the delicious delights France has to offer. A truffle discovery and tasting, winery tours, a
gourmet walking tour of Avignon, and a visit to Valrhona Cité du Chocolat are just a few
of the mouthwatering highlights of this trip.

Blooming lavender field in a hilltop village, Provence

Flavours of Burgundy & Provence
8 days Lyon to Lyon

Prices starting at

$3,845*

PER PERSON

Plus fly to France for $599
Departures July – August 2020
Complimentary wine with lunch and dinner

Contact us at 855 444 0161
or call your travel professional to book
Visit emeraldwaterways.ca to learn more

Emerald Waterways

Best River Cruise Line
for Value

Emerald Waterways
Best Value For Money,
River Cruise

Emerald Waterways
Best River Line
for Value

*Terms and Conditions: Offer applies to new 2020 France river cruise bookings with Emerald Waterways. Valid September 1 –December 31, 2019. Save $300 per person on the cruise price. Fly for $599 per person with any cabin or receive a $450 air credit in lieu
of ﬂights. Availability is limited and subject to change. Prices in Canadian dollars, based on double occupancy and lowest cabin category available. Prices subject to change based on availability. Port charges and taxes are included in the price. Price listed includes
savings. Offers are not combinable with any other offer. Offer may be changed, cancelled or withdrawn at any time without notice. A non-refundable initial deposit of $500 per person is required within 48 hours of booking with full payment required 90 days
prior to departure. A secondary non–refundable deposit of $1,500 per person is due prior to air ticketing. Maximum ﬂight value included is $1,350 per person. Emerald Waterways reserves the right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of deposit. Economy Air only on
Emerald Waterways choice of airlines from speciﬁc Canadian gateways: YHZ, YYZ, YOW, YUL, YQR, YXE, YWG, YEG, YYC, YVR, & YYJ. All other gateways receive air credit savings. Other select Canadian gateways may be subject to an additional fee of $175 per
person. For full terms and conditions visit emeraldwaterways.ca/terms-and-conditions. Note other France river cruises are available with advertised offer. © EMERALD WATERWAYS | ALL RIGHTS RESERVED | BC CONSUMER PROTECTION #40178. ECAPR379

purple rei n
With its regal roots and new age spirit, the colour of autumn
is poised to elevate your wardrobe to majestic heights
P H O T O G R A P H Y BY T E D B E LTO N
S T Y L I N G BY O D E S S A PA LO M A PA R K E R

ROYAL FLUSH
Erdem Moralioglu’s veiled collection pays homage to Italian aristocracy with its opulent fabrics.
Erdem dress and veil, both price on request through erdem.com.
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BEYOND
THE PALE
Metallic aubergine tights
add a confident twist
to the pink tweed of
this Chanel coat dress.
Coat, $7,125, boots,
$1,825, earrings,
$1,450 at Chanel
(www.chanel.com).
Anna Sui tights, US$30
through annasui.com.
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COLOUR STORY
The delicate pleats of a Sid Neigum
blouse juxtapose with the rich
burnout velvet of an Andrew
Coimbra skirt. Sid Neigum blouse,
$825 through sidneigum.com.
Andrew Coimbra skirt, $475
through andrewcoimbra.com.
Vintage necklace and ring,
both price on request through
caroletanenbaum.com. Erin Tracy
earrings, $145 through erintracy.ca.
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I

n The Secret Lives of Color, author
Kassia St. Clair explains how the story
of purple is bookended by the discovery
of two great dyes. The first is Tyrian,
the organic dye that was, for centuries,
made from mollusks. The time and
expense involved in creating Tyrian
restricted the ownership of purple attire
to the wealthy and privileged, and is
one of the reasons it is the symbolic
colour of nobility, opulence and religious
dignitaries across many cultures.
In Japan, for example, deep purple
murasaki was a restricted colour,
forbidden to all but the ruling class.
The second is the accidental development of mauveine, the first synthetic
chemical dye, in 1856. While attempting
to formulate an affordable antimalarial drug, the young British chemist
William Perkin accidentally created the
process for purple pigment. That same
year, Empress Eugénie of France, then
Europe’s leading fashionista, started a

style craze for purple when she decided
lilac would be the colour of the season.
Britain’s Queen Victoria followed suit
and wore the shade to her daughter’s
wedding. Thanks to Perkin’s discovery,
the commercial mass production of
purple textiles was possible for the
first time and the colour trend swiftly
expanded from courtly circles to
common civilians.
The hue also draws on royalty of
the pop culture variety, such as Diana
Ross’s disco-era supermodel persona
(famously draped in purple and feathers
for the 1975 film, Mahogany) and to his
supreme purpleness, Prince.
This season, the runways were
awash in shades of violet, lavender,
grape and aubergine at labels including
Missoni, Kate Spade, Zimmermann
and Richard Quinn. Designer Erdem
Moralioglu’s extravagant, purple-tinged,
Fall 2019 collection combines references
to the colour’s posher proponents
(the Canadian-born Brit cited Italian
Princess Orietta Doria Pamphilj as
inspiration) with the glamorous floral
brocades and feathers favoured by
its celebrity fans.
Fashion’s new affinity for the hue
also reflects another aspect of purple’s
rich cultural history. The etymology for
the Latin purpura includes the definition
“purity of light,” making purple the
emblematic colour of the imagination
and of dreams. In the crystal zodiac,
amethyst is calming and meditative,
and in colour therapy, indigo and violet
refer to energy centres for serenity,
sensuality and intuition. Given the
recent revival of interest in astrology,
tarot readings and mysticism, purple
reflects a similar search for meaning.
Who says the quest for enlightenment
can’t begin in your wardrobe?
“Colour creates an emotional
reaction,” says designer Tanya Taylor,
who also teaches colour-therapy painting classes. For fall, her collection’s
purples range from bold magenta and
aubergine zebra patterns to delicate
prints on moody indigo. “There’s an
element to that colour that has a lot
of authority,” she says. “Someone who
wears purple is confident, assertive,
sassy.” – NATHALIE ATKINSON

PLUM POSI TION
Emerging Brit Richard Quinn creates
regal dresses in florals reminiscent
of retro garden furniture (and
enjoys the distinction of being
the only designer to host the
Queen at a catwalk show).
Richard Quinn dress, £2,345, top,
£644, leggings, £392 through
net-a-porter.com. Vintage earrings
and necklace, price on request
through caroletanenbaum.com.
Shoes, $275 at Cos (cosstores.com).
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HUE NEW
Ground the bold print of a Tanya Taylor
dress by layering it over a neutral knit.
Tanya Taylor dress, US$545 through
tanyataylor.com. Turtleneck, $115 at
Cos (cosstores.com). Tierre Taylor hat,
$165 through tierretaylor.com. Vintage
earrings, price on request through
caroletanenbaum.com. Erin Tracy
ring, $1,450 through erintracy.ca
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JEWELLED TONE
Titled “Poptimism,” Anna Sui’s latest collection was a parade of purple hits in metallic brocades,
feather trims and sparkling accents. Anna Sui dress, US$774 through annasui.com. Erin Tracy earrings,
$160 through erintracy.ca. Vintage ring, price on request through caroletanenbaum.com.
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N IGH T SH A DE
A satin evening gown with full sleeves and a high collar is a luxurious backdrop for crystal jewellery, including sculptural
earrings or a more ornate, vintage necklace. Greta Constantine dress, $1,495 by special order through gretaconstantine.com.
Vintage necklace, price on request through caroletanenbaum.com. Erin Tracy earrings, $170 through erintracy.ca.
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LA VIE EN MAUVE
Fall tailoring earns its power by
adopting a unique shade such as the
periwinkle of this Sies Marjan suit.
Sies Marjan blazer, US$1,595, trousers,
US$1,395 through siesmarjan.com.
Hat, $575 by special order at Lilliput
(lilliputhats.com). Hestia ring, $5,000
through hestiajewels.com. Shoes, $490 at
Stuart Weitzman (stuartweitzman.com).

Makeup by Ronnie Tremblay for Marc Jacobs Beauty/P1M.ca. Hair by Helen Kenny for Oribe. Nails by Nargis Khan for Tips Nail Bar/P1M.ca.
Model: Victoria Thomsen at Sutherland Models. Photographed at St. Lawrence Hall in Toronto (stlawrencemarket.com).
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F I N E C H I NA
The more-is-more look of historic porcelain might seem at odds with today’s minimal interiors.
But many ceramicists are embracing an over-the-top approach to spice up their collections
BY M AT T H E W H AG U E
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF HERITAGE IMAGE PARTNERSHIP LTD/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO (ROYAL PALACE OF ARANJUEZ), BRYAN CZIBESZ (BRYAN CZIBESZ), SYLVAIN DELEU (HITOMI HOSONO).

T

he Porcelain Room at the Palace of Aranjuez,
Walker and produces the kind of tchotchkes any grandma or
just outside of Madrid, is a wonder to behold.
grandpa would love: white bowls and vases adorned with pretty
Aside from the floor, which is a mosaic of vibrant
floral patterns. What makes their wares a little less old-timey,
marble, ceramic sculptures encase almost every
though, are the not-so-subtle references to carnal pleasures. A
inch of the Rococo space. Parrots and monkeys
bunch of roses might be painted next to gilded ball gags popping
flit between palm trees on the walls and ceiling;
out of a sculpted mouth that, Dali-style, protrude uncannily out of
mini statues of Chinese porcelain merchants,
nowhere. Some of their vases take their shapes from sex toys.
some toting beautiful parasols and fans, can be
“In the past, porcelain collections were seen as symbols of status
spotted amongst the vibrantly coloured flowers.
and wealth in a patriarchal society,” Aaron says. “We thought it
The room, a former games parlour for princes and princesses, was
would be the perfect avenue to approach under-represented ideas
built in the mid-18th century as a testament to porcelain’s imporon gender and sexuality. We work with themes like homoerotic
tance to the Spanish royal court. During the Age of Enlightenment,
pleasure, fetish and shame and try to represent them in beautiful
the country’s ceramics were so prized and were such a valuable
ways. We like to think we’re creating objects that people can display
trading commodity that the techniques of local manufacturers were
proudly in their homes.” Clearly many people agree. Pansy Ass
considered official state secrets.
counts actor Amy Sedaris and singer Elton John as fans.
To modern eyes, all the finery, in its unabashed baroque glory,
Japanese artist Hitomi Hosono is another emerging designer
begs a big design question: Whatever happened to opulence? It’s
whose work is part of high-profile collections. Her obsessively
easy to walk into a ceramics store and feel that today’s pottery
detailed, hyper-realistic ceramics can be found at the Victoria
is either rustic, minimal or sappily sentimental. But a group
and Albert Museum and the British Museum in London, as
of young porcelain artists are using technology like 3-D
well as the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum
printing to explore unexpected themes from
in New York city. Her international dealer,
sex to climate change through bold porcelain
Adrian Sassoon, regularly sells out of her
pieces well-suited to contemporary interiors.
work despite the steep price tags (a small
Toronto’s Lana Filippone is one such
box might cost close to $4,000).
practitioner. At first glance, her pieces have
Among today’s ceramists, her work
a Victorian quality. The Under the Rose
is perhaps the closest in detail to her
series features bunches of flowers
baroque forbearers. There’s no apparent
framed by the kind of delicate,
irony, just a sense of the surreal,
carved moulding common in
as though the bowls and vases
19th-century mansions. When
are somehow bursting to life,
you look closer, though, Filippone’s
sprouting foliage like a well-fertilized
macabre – even occult – sensibilities
summer garden. Achieving that
have more in common with the fashion
dynamism isn’t easy. Even the smallest
collections of Alexander McQueen than
vessels can take three or four months to
the historic pieces filling the table for a state
hand produce.
banquet at Buckingham Palace. The centres
Hosono’s labour intensive approach
of the roses feature unblinking eyes and
might be one reason that ornate ceramics
the petals support giant, gold-dipped bees,
fell out of favour. It takes an extremely
tiny skulls and obelisks.
special artisan to maintain such incessant
The Porcelain Hall at the Royal Palace of Aranjuez in Madrid
In addition to a gothic aesthetic, her
focus in a world where faster is deemed
was done up in an explosion of ceramic details by Italian
objects also have a distinctly modern
better. Some designers, however, are
sculptor Giuseppe Gricci to emphasize the importance of
purpose. A few years ago, at the Louvre in
embracing new technologies to bring
fine pottery to 18th-century Spain. It’s enjoying renewed
Paris, Filippone unveiled new pieces drawing
back historic intricacy.
awareness thanks to its very social media-friendly aesthetic.
attention to Canadian species at risk. One wall
For his Curves:Stacks series of vases,
hanging, a sumptuously rendered relief of
American ceramicist Bryan Czibesz uses
an owl in a gilt frame, is both gorgeous and
a 3-D printer he built himself to extrude
ghostly, underscoring the sad idea that one day soon, the only place
the kind of mind-bending shapes that would be hard to achieve
to see such majestic creatures might be in museum shows, not nature.
otherwise – complex curves that organically fold in and out, a bit
Filippone’s interest in the natural world is echoed by other, much
like sea coral or a Frank Gehry building.
Likewise, Turkish artist Emre Can also uses a 3-D printer to
larger porcelain producers. Spain’s Lladro, long famous for dainty
produce complex pieces. His Seljuk series is based on traditional
figurines (often, men and women swooning in each other’s arms),
Turkish latticework and the interlocking star patterns found in
recently released a domed table lamp covered in silver dragonflies.
Middle Eastern architecture of the 11th and 12th centuries. Yet
The fixture elevates the importance of the insect to the level of art.
instead of pure homage, he’s abstracted the reference by twisting
Similarly, if more abstractly, American designer Ted Muehling has
and skewing it, and washing it with ombres of blue.
collaborated with Nymphenburg, one of Europe’s longest-running
“The most important thing in these pieces is to combine the past
ceramics houses, on his Tortoise collection, tableware whose
and the future,” Can says. “The Seljuk star is a traditional motif, but I
undulated forms are patterned after reptilian shells.
added new shape to these forms. I didn’t know what the forms would
The spirit of subversion is a mainstay of Toronto’s Pansy Ass
look like. I wanted to do something completely experimental.”
Ceramics. The studio is run by partners Kris Aaron and Andrew

In this mirrored photo illustration, a collage of ceramic pieces reflects the medium’s new opulence. Lana Filippone’s work (vignette in gold frame, flowers, eyeball and bee details)
ornately raises awareness of species at risk, while a Lladró table lamp focuses more on the decorative form of dragonflies. A Bryan Czibesz vessel (bowl with interlocking detail) achieves
its intricate look with the help of a 3-D printer, as does the Seljuk Unity Raku Vase by Emre Can (tall piece with undulating channels). Hitomi Hosono’s A Pine Tree Tower (sculpture
with pine needle texture), Pansy Ass Ceramics’ floral gag bowl and Ted Muehlin’s branch candlesticks each offer an unexpected take on porcelain art and housewares.
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FOOD

FOR

THOUGHT
In the hands of conceptual designers like Marije Vogelzang,
eating out can satisfy your sense of adventure as much as your appetite
BY A N YA G E O R G I J E V I C
PHOTOGRAPHY BY H I L D E H A R S H AG E N
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF ALEX LUKEY/CAESARSTONE (SEEDS INSTALLATION).

DURING
DINNER
PARTIES,
Marije Vogelzang often has trouble
explaining what she does, even though
it has a lot to do with the act of eating
together. “People think that I make
pretty food or that I make cookbooks,”
she says. In fact, Vogelzang is an eating
designer, an emerging vocation that
combines conceptual spaces and meals
to spark moments that make us reconsider everything from food sustainability to social rituals.
As idiosyncratic as it sounds, eating
design is a growing field and Vogelzang
is considered to be a pioneer of the
discipline. The experiences she creates
are sometimes unusual and often awkward, as was the case with her Seeds
installation, developed in collaboration with Caesarstone for the Interior
Design Show in Toronto last January.
In the installation (which will be
remounted later this September at
IDS Vancouver), visitors were offered
a sticky ball of fruits and seeds by a
disembodied hand sticking through
a hole in a composite quartz panel.
Before eating the mystery concoction,
they were given a headset and asked to
choose between two types of seeds, rice
or barley, which would determine their
experience as they walked through a
series of vignettes staged in a sea of
suspended satin ribbons. The journey,
“narrated” by the seed itself, felt poetic
as it followed the path from grain to
food. In one vignette, you were invited
to catch a drop of water, in another to
grind seeds for flour before receiving a
piece of flatbread.
“As a designer, you have to choose
a material. And when you use food
and use it in a positive way, you can
actually have an effect on the world,”
says the Dutch designer. “Food can be
the fantastic, perfect agent for human
interaction or for creating rituals or
creating a deeper understanding of
other things.”

Food designer
Marije Vogelzang
(above) installed a
vending machine
outside her Dutch
studio where fans
can purchase her
tableware and
other work. At the
Interior Design
Show, her Seeds
installation with
Caesarstore (left)
invited guests to
experience the life
of a seed, from
grain to food.
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Vogelzang’s experiences often leave
audience members in a contemplative
state. Her work can also be political. A
three-day performance called Eat Love
Budapest featured 10 Roma women
who anonymously shared their histories while feeding strangers food with
personal meanings. In a collaboration
with the Museum Rotterdam, Vogelzang recreated recipes from the Second
World War, complete with ration cards,
and fed them to survivors who hadn’t
eaten them in seven decades.
In the more lighthearted Sharing
Dinner, created in collaboration with
Droog Design, guests were served
incomplete meals to encourage sharing
between strangers. Her Faked Meat
series questions the desire to make
vegetarian substitutes look like animalbased food by inventing new species
rendered in soy protein.
But it’s the psychology of eating
that has fascinated Vogelzang since she
was a child. She would make simple
hors d’oeuvres for her parents’ friends,
purposely all different. “I would really
observe who would pick what. I think
it’s not necessarily the food itself that
was my trigger but more what you can
do with food,” says Vogelzang.
While studying product design at
the Design Academy in Eindhoven,
she began experimenting with food as
a design material. “At that time, this
whole notion of conceptual design
started to rise and that meant that as a
designer you didn’t necessarily have to
make products. I was actually really not
good at making stuff,” she says. “Once
I started doing stuff with food, I got
so excited because suddenly you have
this material that is not only tangible
but you can smell it, you can taste
it – it actually becomes a part of your
body. After a while, I understood that
whenever you work with food, you are
actually working with something that
connects the whole world.”

PHOTOS BY NACASA & PARTNERS INC. MARKII 2 (SHARING DINNER);

In a Sharing Dinner
installation (above
and near right),
guests were served
partial meals to
encourage them
to share with their
tablemates. In Eat,
Love, Budapest
(far right), Roma
women hidden
from view served
guests and told
stories. A dinner
in Rotterdam
(bottom right)
focused on recipes
from the Second
World War.
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After graduating in 2000, Vogelzang
worked for famed industrial designer
Hella Jongerius, but food was always
in the back of her mind. In 2004, she
launched Proef (meaning “test” in
Dutch), a design studio and restaurant
in Rotterdam. “I was using the guests as
guinea pigs for new ideas. Sometimes
that was really nice and sometimes it
was really horrible.” A year later, she
converted Proef into a regular café and
opened a second location in Amsterdam, where she also moved her studio.
The restaurant concept – the food,
the interior, even the server uniforms –
changed every six weeks. One iteration
was centred around apples, another
time they only served food that grew in
the dark. “At that time, the whole notion of a pop-up restaurant just didn’t
exist yet. People had no idea what they
were coming to,” she says. “Sometimes
they were really disappointed because
they had a nice experience a few weeks
before and they wanted to bring their
friends to have the same experience
again and then it all changed.”
The Amsterdam restaurant thrived
for six years until Vogelzang sold it so
she could focus on her design work. In
2014, she became head of the new Food
Non Food Department at the Design
Academy Eindhoven, her alma mater.
According to Dr. Francesca Zampollo, the founder of the International
Food Design Society and the founding
editor of the International Journal of
Food Design, food projects stand out in
the world of conceptual design because
they capture our imagination, often
through social media. “Eating design
thrives to be at the forefront of intuition, wonder, exploration,” she says.
“It shows us how we could consume
food, or new, informative, inspiring
ways to think about food itself.” As
restaurant spaces morph into more immersive environments and the food industry explores how to use sustainable
approaches to push itself creatively, it’s
possible that eating designers such as
Vogelzang will eventually be as important to an establishment’s success as an
accomplished chef.
Vogelzang works on five or six
large-scale projects a year, and many
of her experiences involve participants
feeding each other. “It’s a very sensitive
power balance,” she says. “I was just
really excited trying to understand the
psychology and then trying to find a
way to have strangers feed each other
without it being uncomfortable. After a
while, I found out that the way to do it
is to make sure there is no eye contact.”
Her designs often include a barrier
between the feeder and the receiver,
sometimes with just a hole cut out for
the mouth or the hand.
Despite having no eye contact, she
recognizes that an immediate bond
is formed between strangers. “People
are so sweet to each other. Because
sometimes you see strangers just cleaning the other person’s mouth with a
napkin, even though they don’t know
each other,” she says. “It makes me so
happy to see.”

Vogelzang’s cat
Surimi (right) eyes
a dish of noddles
accented with
small porcelain
sculptures meant
to disrupt a
diner’s sense
of portion size.
For the Faked
Meat series (above)
new species of
animals are made
out of soy.
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BOOK
END

Purr
intentions
The style read of the moment is
an ode to fashion’s favourite animal
I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y A S H L E Y W O N G

F

ashion people are cat people. Despite our
obsession with the latest designer or trend,
any attempts to keep up appearances fall
away when we’re faced with a feline. It’s
probably because cats are fashion animals –
kind of snooty, often sleek and happy to pose feigning
indifference. So don’t be surprised when you visit
your favourite fashionista’s home this fall and the
Tom Ford monograph that usually enjoys pride of
place on his or her coffee table has been replaced
with Walter Chandoha: Cats.
Chandoha, who died earlier this year at 98, was
a war photographer who turned his lens on an endless
parade of furball subjects after finding a kitten in
the snow in New York in 1949. But as charming as
his origin story is, Chandoha’s work is never twee.
It stands out because he captured his pet models
with the same technical precision, flattering lighting
and dramatic sense of spontaneity as a top fashion
shooter snapping the supermodel of the moment.
According to Chandoha’s obituary in The New York
Times, he had taken some 90,000 cat photos by the
time of his death. A few hundred images made it
into this book, his final, glamorous ode to his impish
muses. – ANDREW SARDONE

Walter Chandoha: Cats by Susan Michals,
$70 at bookstores and online (taschen.com).
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LE + CLARINS
The Clarins art of formulation: offering you the best
of science and nature based on our unique knowledge of
how to extract the most powerful actives from each plant.
New Rose Radiance Cream combines 7 plant extracts to
revive skin’s youth and radiance.

INGREDIENTS
Three plant actives for a unique glow. A formula enriched
with hibiscus ﬂ ower acids to gently exfoliate and smooth
skin. Organic harungana replenishes and next-generation
pearls instantly illuminate.

NEW

Rose Radiance Cream
Super Restorative
Smooth. Replenish. Illuminate.

Avec Replenishing skin care with the latest
Clarins innovation: a combination of active plant
ingredients that boost your skin’s youthful radiance.
A er 1 month: 81% of women have smoother skin,
70% ﬁ nd it replenished and 87% more radiant.*

TEXTURE
A sublime texture. Rose Radiance Cream’s fresh,
easily-absorbed gel texture and delicate scent
of natural rose envelops skin in comfort and
leaves it immediately more luminous.

It’s all about you.

CLARINS.COM

*Satisfaction test, 105 women, 28 days
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